
Resilience @ Work Card Deck Activities 

Individual or Leader Debriefs 

a. Pick an image that represents the person’s goal, challenge, or action item.
b. Alternatively, use the question prompts to dive deeper into the dimensions.

Coaching Session Follow Up 

a. Where did they start on this journey? Where are they now? Where are they headed?

Workshop Engagement Exercise 

a. What is resilience? Choose the card that resonates most to you (can use images here not text). Discussion
on why this card fits for you.

b. Pick a card that illustrates how you are feeling today.
c. Randomly pick an image or card (can be in an envelope) and describe it.

Feedforward Cocktail Party 

a. Marshall Goldsmith style. Pick a question you would like to learn more about/improve around and tell
people why you picked the card. Ask 5 others in the room for their answers or ideas.

Workshop Aid 

a. Present the R@W Individual and R@W Team models and after each overview use the cards at tables to
identify which area they would commit to actioning individually and collectively.

Coaching Skills Practice 

a. Demonstrate coaching using a card chosen by a participant.
b. Divide into triads to co-coach using the questions on the card.

Identify what the coach wants to work on and pick a card that represents that.

c. Coaching ‘in the round’.  The whole group coaches one person on one of the cards (needs some level of skill
and openness for this).

Conflict Resolution 

a. Identify key team challenges for the next 3 months and choose 3 cards that reflect areas critical 
for development.

b. Coach the team on developing strategies and how they would review/measure progress.
c. Use the leader cards for the leader and the team to separately choose strengths and areas for 

focus.  Compare what was chosen and coach around this.

Card Trade 

a. Look at the 5 cards that are in your allocated package. Trade with others in the room for images that
illustrate your life.

Who’s Line is it? 

a. A panel of 5 people are given one card at time. They need to come up with 5 different meanings in one
minute. Implement four rounds using other cards.

Charades 

a. Break into groups of 6-8. Break further into subgroups. Act out an image that only you and your charade
partner can see.

Post Session ‘Homework’ 

a. Choose a R@W Individual, R@W Leader or R@W Team card to share or action.

Team Meetings 

a. Use the card sets to review progress around agreed actions, to refresh understanding or develop new
actions.




